Abstract: The fluidity, physical properties and electrical conductivity of polycarbonate (PC)/ graphite intercalated compound composites were investigated for the application of bipolar plate of electrolyte fuel cells. The intrinsic difference of this study from the previous studies on the polymer/expanded graphite is that the graphite intercalated compound (GIC) with bisulfate was used instead of expanded graphite. GIC was compounded with the PC in the twin screw extruder and injection molded. During the compounding and molding procedure, GIC was expanded and transformed to expanded graphite. The advantage of the polymer/GIC compared to conventional polymer/expanded graphite lies in its higher fluidity. As a precursor of expanded graphite, GIC is finally converted to expanded graphite during extrusion and injection molding. During the filling stage of injection molding process, the PC/GIC was pushed into the mold cavity by the thermal expansion of GIC, resulting in higher fluidity.
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